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This is a further argument for the state or a general body of the stakeholders to appoint the 
auditors. John feels that the justification for devoting resources to the auditing task is that it 
facilitates the smooth operation of the capitalist system. Clearly this is an important function 
of audit,  and John believes that society (working through the state) should seek to enlarge the 
function of audit to cover additional matters, such as whether the firm has operated within the 
law. The reasoning is as follows: a bank may have functioned principally as a money-
laundering operation for the mafia, and yet its financial statements may show a completely true 
and fair view without revealing this fact.1  

A more likely example would be using audit to reveal that a firm paid less than the minimum 
wage or contravened health and safety regulations. Conventional accounting attempts to cover 
these points by including provisions for possible future fines. This is a thoroughly inadequate 
way of informing the public of what is going on. The point is that society (the general public 
and/or the state) has a legitimate interest in being fully informed about the firm’s activities. To 
achieve this, the present law that the auditors only owe a responsibility to the shareholders 
would clearly have to be changed. 

The existing guidelines and governance code do provide some public interest reporting 
obligations but we have found that, in general, this is insufficient. None of the case studies in 
earlier chapters had any reference to the public interest in their audit reports. See Box 9.1. 

 Viability verdict: Some sort of FRC standard audit contract could include all the new 
governance provisions and future ones including a greater concern with public interest 
over and above any current contractual terms. 

1 As has been pointed out: with the mafia example, there is already a reporting obligation on auditors to advise 
banking regulators introduced in Banking Acts.  
Look at  
Thomadakis, S.,  2017, ‘Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations’, IFAC (International 
Federation of Accountants), IESBA (International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants), 2017. 
Available at: 
https://www.ethicsboard.org/responding-non-compliance-laws-and-regulations 
Accessed April 2018. 
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Box 1.09.2 Radical extension to the independent auditor’s role  
John initially proposed a radical extension to the auditor’s role. Where a company omitted 
important societal information from its report, or included inadequate, or false information, 
the auditor should have the duty, the authority and the resources to find out and publish the 
information themselves. This would make the auditor a control organ acting on behalf of 
society (not just the shareholders) to monitor that the company’s activities are in society’s 
interest – for example that it is not polluting the atmosphere. This option takes the public 
interest role one step further. 

While that may seem a little too far-fetched, the auditor already has, to some extent, 
the power to investigate certain financial affairs in order to ascertain what is a true and fair 
view. In the mafia example, there is already a reporting obligation on auditors to advise 
banking regulators introduced in Banking Acts. And this reference already endows auditors 
with some public interest reporting obligations.2 3 

It is a small step to extend this to say, gender balance, supplier payment practices and 
so on. It is rather more difficult to vet the use of child labour widespread in the mining of 
cobalt4 used for electric vehicles. However, external auditors should take a fresh view of 
what data they need as evidence and what they should be looking at - the number and extent 
of regulations are ever-growing.  The danger is that the auditor becomes too much of a police 
officer. Where to draw the line, and whether there can even be a line, is something that 
requires further research and debate.  

2 Ibid. 
3 Albeit inadequate and not enforced or undertaken – so we believe. 
4 Cobalt is used in batteries for the rapidly growing electric vehicles market. See this reference for a look at 
child labour in the same: 
CNN, 2018, ‘Cobalt Congo child labor car smartphone-batteries’, CNN, May 2018 
Available at: 
http://money.cnn.com/2018/05/01/technology/cobalt-congo-child-labor-car-smartphone-batteries/index.html 
Accessed July 2018. 


